Ekstra Bladet
Stays on Top
With Klipfolio

Danish Tabloid Ekstra Bladet Uses Klipfolio to
Dominate the Ratings in the Danish Media Market.

Company Background:

Ekstra Bladet is the largest
tabloid newspaper in
Denmark and employs
more than 300 people. Its
website receives 250 million
page views per month,
about half of which are from
mobile. It also has Web TV
that gets 18 million monthly
views.

“We need to know what content on the website is
drawing readers and what is drawing viewers on our
Web TV, in order to stay competitive in the newspaper
industry in Denmark.” says Daniel Nielsen, Ekstra
Bladet’s Data Analyst. “Before Klipfolio, we relied on a lot
of PDFs and Excel sheets to get the right data to the
right user in the organization. This was time consuming.
Klipfolio dashboards let us report, in real-time, which
articles and clips are being read. Articles with higher
reader status can be manually bumped up to the front
page. We can see what articles or video clips our
readers are viewing and make decisions immediately
about where they should appear on the website.”
Klipfolio dashboards are used widely throughout the
organization and content performance information is also
displayed on big screen TVs throughout the office.
Ekstra Bladet has 85 Klipfolio users and has created
approximately 125 Klipfolio dashboards.
Editors monitor which articles or clips are being viewed
and make real time decisions about what should be
bumped to the front page. The UX/design team uses
Klipfolio dashboards to measure results on every area of
the front page. The Ekstra Bladet journalists have their
own personalized dashboards that list their articles and
bylines, allowing them to see how each article
performing and aiding decisions on future articles. The
Web TV department uses dashboards to see which

videos are performing best. Ekstra Bladet’s executives
monitor their competition’s page views, visits and time
spent on page.
“Klipfolio provides our executives a snapshot of our
competitors’ home pages, and how we perform against
them over any time period. Picture knowing how you
compare to your competition over the last hour,
yesterday, last week…” says Nielsen.

“Klipfolio allows us to create dashboards
quickly. In some cases it takes just a few
minutes. We find that when we make one
dashboard, our users want us to make two or
three more.”
“Klipfolio allows us to create dashboards quickly. In
some cases it takes just a few minutes. We find that
when we make one dashboard, our users want us to
make two or three more,” says Nielsen. “It’s easy, using
Klipfolio, to take a deeper dive into the data and discover
more.”
Ekstra Bladet is currently working on developing Klipfolio
dashboards for its advertising department. “We have a
blueprint for what we want to do,” says Nielsen. “We are
still discovering what we can do with Klipfolio. Every day
is a challenge to get more out of our data. Klipfolio helps
us meet this challenge.”

